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Introduction
Organizations of all sizes and types put policies, processes and
procedures in place to try to meet the endpoint compliance
requirements of internal operations, industry bodies and govern-
ment regulations.

But does a traditional endpoint management approach get them
to the level of compliance they need? More important, does it
keep them there?

In most cases it doesn’t do either. And the reason is simple. A
traditional approach can’t keep endpoints continuously compli-
ant with regulations or protected from threats. To achieve con-
tinuous compliance, organizations need to replace traditional
processes based on legacy technologies, outgrown assumptions
and siloed IT operations with a new best practice approach and
new innovative technology.

Organizations need to ensure that compliance assessment and
remediation work together—because assessment without reme-
diation, as often happens in traditional practice, is of limited or
no value. They need to reduce the time they are exposed to vul-
nerabilities. And they need to conduct compliance operations in
real time—compared to the weeks or even months that some
processes take—so assessments are not obsolete before the reme-
diation process has even begun.
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Traditional compliance Continuous compliance

Risk

No high-risk periods
Lower total cost
Continued improvement
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A stair-step continuous compliance model enables the organization to avoid the risks and cyclical costs of traditional techniques

An ever-changing landscape with valleys
of vulnerability
For many organizations, the path to compliance is like hiking
the peaks and valleys of a mountain. You walk up. You slide
down. You walk up. And at the end of the day you may or may
not be any higher than where you started.

Achieving compliance should be more like climbing stairs. You
step up. You stay level. You step up again. You don’t lose ground.
And with every step, you come closer to achieving or exceeding
your goal.

Security and compliance are more important than ever today,
when distributed environments constantly add new points of 
vulnerability. Mobile computing spreads vulnerability all over
the map, and distributed endpoints have made simplified, cen-
tralized control more a wish than a reality. Slipping into a valley
of non-compliance and vulnerability exposes organizations to
both regulatory and security risks, with effects ranging from
fines and sanctions levied by regulators to interrupted processes,
compromised data and financial loss. What is needed is a best
practice approach that enables the organization to continuously
demonstrate compliance while enhancing security.
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Protection and control at the
organization’s new perimeter
For many organizations, the quantities and varieties of 
endpoints—from servers to desktops, laptops, and specialized
equipment such as point-of-sale (POS) devices, ATMs and self-
service kiosks—reach into the hundreds or even hundreds of
thousands. Protecting and managing endpoints is a significant
challenge because the perimeter of the organization, outside of
which threats lurk, is no longer neatly defined by the corporate
firewall. Organizational networks are becoming more porous all
the time due to business demands for connectivity with external
partners, suppliers and customers. The perimeter, therefore, is
the endpoint itself, wherever it goes. And the endpoint’s compli-
ance status can change anywhere and at any time.

In order to meet regulations such as the Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA) or the newer CyberScope,
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) including the HITECH updates, Payment Card
Industry (PCI) or Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), as well as keeping up
with internal requirements, organizations often find themselves
reactively addressing compliance requirements on a project-by-
project basis instead of as an ongoing, strategic undertaking.
When processes are reactive, compliance becomes a temporary
achievement—not the continuous state that business and 
regulators require. As compliance requirements become more
pervasive and computing environments become increasingly 
distributed, organizations need a way to become more efficient,
effective and collaborative in their compliance efforts.

Disconnected processes for assessment
and remediation
The challenge typically begins with the historical compliance
model that divides management between two IT teams: security
and operations. In the most common scenario, the security team

sets policy then assesses the environment to determine if end-
points meet those policies. The operations team is responsible
for implementing any changes necessary to bring endpoints into
compliance, but this is typically secondary to ensuring that end-
points are up and running.

Challenges grow greater in the gaps that often occur between
the assessment and remediation steps—particularly when each
team operates within its own silo of processes and tools.
Disconnected processes prevent companies from breaking the
cycle of peaks and valleys of compliance and vulnerability.
Consider the typical compliance process:

1. The security team develops compliance policies.

2. The security team runs an assessment tool (or tools) against
that policy.

3. The security team forwards discovered policy violations to the
systems and desktop administration teams.

4. The operations team makes corrections as workload allows,
typically covering one policy violation at a time, one endpoint
at a time. Remediation of non-compliance may or may not be
possible, particularly at scale. The operations team also typi-
cally uses remediation tools that are different from the tools
used for assessment.

5. Following remediation, users often make changes to their
machines, in some cases undoing corrections and causing end-
points to fall out of compliance again—a state known as
“compliance drift.”

6. The process begins again with Step 2 according to a predeter-
mined assessment schedule. Due to the time and effort
required, many organizations assess infrequently—monthly,
quarterly or even yearly.
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Dangerous peaks and valleys on the path
to compliance
The traditional approach for assessing, measuring, evaluating
and remediating compliance issues by conducting a series of
point-in-time audits can result in a number of issues, including:

● Lack of visibility: Siloed approaches that use different tools
across server, desktop and operating system platforms lack
comprehensive visibility. They produce results that must be
reconciled and integrated in order to be useful. While legacy
compliance efforts and tools focused primarily on centralized
servers, today’s focus must provide visibility across distributed
endpoints, which are the most susceptible to attack.

● Inconsistent information: The different tools utilized in
siloed processes often provide differing information about
patching, malware signatures and configurations. The result?
Accurate compliance reporting becomes a near-impossibility.
Even if the information can be reconciled, putting it to use
often takes so long that the original assessment data is obsolete
by the time remediation occurs, requiring yet another assess-
ment to address current compliance issues.

● Increased costs: At the simplest level, a siloed approach
requires more tools and more staff to run tools, translating
into higher costs. The frequent need for re-audits in a siloed
environment to ensure that findings are addressed adds still
more cost, extends exposure times and increases the vulnera-
bility of non-compliant endpoints.

These disjointed steps make it clear that regardless of how 
effective individual assessment or remediation tools might be,
operating them within silos makes it nearly impossible to address
risk effectively. Even though the organization may be compliant
with individual control requirements at a given point in time, the
lack of unified processes may actually decrease security with 
conflicting reports about how many endpoints an organization
has, whether or not a particular endpoint is really patched, and
conflicts between the tool’s endpoint agents.

How do silos create problems?

Lack of coordination within the compliance process can
cause significant challenges to achieving compliance in an
efficient, timely and cost-effective manner. Here are just a
few indicators that siloed assessment and remediation
processes are operating ineffectively:

● Security and operations teams have different inventory
counts for endpoints in the organization.

● There is a lag of weeks—or even months—between dis-
covering a non-compliant endpoint and remediating or
approving an exception request for that endpoint.

● The systems audit manager cannot name anyone who per-
forms remediation work.

● The audit team is not confident that all in-scope endpoints
are being assessed.

● The assessment team never receives requests for excep-
tions, indicating a communication breakdown or lack of 
follow-through on findings.

● The configuration baselines and standards have not been
reviewed with the system administrators to identify poten-
tial conflicts.
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Continuous compliance cycle
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An effective continuous compliance program provides an ongoing cycle of

coordinated and uninterrupted processes

Ultimately, point-in-time audits, siloed approaches and delays
between assessment and remediation extend the “time to 
protection” during which endpoints are potentially at risk. An
approach that enables continuous compliance, however, can
reduce those times of risk so that the organization is more secure
in its protection.

The pressing need for new processes 
and tools
The compliance challenges presented by siloed approaches
demonstrate clearly that new processes and a unified tool set are
necessary to meet the distributed environment’s compliance
requirements and its operational need to maintain centralized
visibility and control.

When a security breach occurs, organizations must be prepared
with tools that not only rapidly determine which endpoints are
at risk, but also rapidly address the vulnerabilities exposed. Even
in a stable computing environment when disaster is not looming,
the more tools the organization uses, the longer it takes to fix
vulnerabilities discovered in the assessment phase, especially
when the tools are disparate. A large number of tools slows
down rather than facilitates the remediation process.

What organizations need is a single, unified approach to compli-
ance. While many security tools are available for security teams
to perform vulnerability and risk assessments, the assessment is
only as good as the ability to implement remediation based on
the findings. A unified solution that integrates and automates

assessment and remediation not only addresses areas of risk, 
it can also eliminate them to a large extent, moving the 
organization closer to a state of continuous compliance while
reducing costs.
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A proactive approach that replaces
weak, disconnected silos
A unified approach that combines assessment and remediation to
achieve compliance directly addresses weaknesses in the siloed
approach, resulting in:

● Real-time visibility: To protect all endpoints, a unified
approach should give security and operations teams the com-
prehensive, real-time visibility they need into the compliance
state of endpoints, regardless of where the endpoints are physi-
cally located.

● Consistent information: A unified approach should ensure
that reports and assessments provide the same up-to-date and
accurate information to multiple teams.

● Reduced costs: A unified approach should not only minimize
risk but also reduce the costs associated with managing com-
pliance. A consolidated solution is much less expensive over
the long term than performing compliance checks in the reac-
tive, ad-hoc fashion that usually characterizes siloed manage-
ment.

A unified compliance management approach should enable
organizations to implement a proactive, policy-based approach,
sharing and enforcing information across teams and defining
policies based on accurate, real-time information.

A unified approach must provide coverage across all endpoints,
pinpointing and remediating non-compliant endpoints while
overcoming the challenge of manually managing every endpoint
and requiring an enormous staff. It must provide support across
multiple operating systems including current and legacy versions
of Microsoft® Windows®, Linux®, UNIX®, and Mac operat-
ing systems.

Continuous progress toward compliance
goals
While a siloed approach results in peaks and valleys of compli-
ance, a unified approach enables stair-step progress that allows
organizations to move steadily toward compliance goals without
sliding backward. Consider the steps that lead to continuous
compliance:

1. Security and operations teams work together to formulate
policies and service-level agreements for configuration base-
lines, patch management, anti-malware management and
other aspects of endpoint security. 

2. The operations team implements the baseline across all end-
points in the organization, regardless of the size or complexity
of the environment—ideally in hours. It patches endpoints
and monitors and manages endpoint anti-virus and firewall
solutions as necessary.

3. An intelligent agent continuously monitors the endpoint for
compliance with all security policies and keeps the endpoint
continuously compliant.

4. The security team can check on the current state of endpoint
security and compliance across the entire environment at any
time without needing to initiate a new assessment.

5. Security and operations teams work together to continually
strengthen security and adjust to evolving requirements.

Now security teams can “fix and forget.” Once the team has
built policies that meet security, compliance and operations
needs, the main task is to access reports to verify compliance
when needed. This continuous compliance approach enables
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information security teams to take a more strategic approach
with time to focus on continuous incremental improvements that
will help ensure that they can meet or exceed today’s compliance
requirements and are ready for tomorrow’s threats.

A best practice approach for continuous
compliance
IBM Tivoli® Endpoint Manager, built on BigFix® technology,
delivers a revolutionary solution that offers a unified approach to
achieve and maintain continuous compliance, eliminating the
need for separate, siloed assessment and remediation compo-
nents by continuously assessing and enforcing policy-based com-
pliance on each endpoint.

Designed for today’s highly distributed public and private organ-
izations, Tivoli Endpoint Manager provides integrated, end-
point-centric assessment and remediation that ensures that all
endpoints—even remote and roaming devices—stay in compli-
ance regardless of operating system or location. It addresses the
regulatory need for compliance and reporting as well as the
operational need to maintain centralized visibility and enforce
security configurations on endpoints, on or off the network, in
real time.

Using a comprehensive policy-driven approach, Tivoli Endpoint
Manager consolidates multiple security and operations manage-
ment functions into a single low-cost solution. This allows IT
security and operations teams to quickly and easily measure their
environment against defined compliance policies to assess and
maintain compliance.

Now IT security and operations teams can finally break away
from the traditional reactive compliance cycle by developing and
delivering sustainable, cost-effective compliance best practices.
By transforming the traditionally resource-intensive and repeti-
tive compliance cycle into a state of continuous compliance,
organizations can quickly and easily reduce risk and cost while
increasing productivity.

Continuous compliance made possible by
an intelligent agent
Tivoli Endpoint Manager brings real-time visibility, automated
remediation and global scalability to the compliance process.
With a comprehensive library of technical controls and a flexible
architecture that allows customization, it can adjust to support
current and future compliance initiatives.

The continuous compliance approach enabled by Tivoli
Endpoint Manager is made possible by a single-agent, single-
infrastructure architecture that provides visibility into endpoints
using a single management console. Powered by resilient, highly
responsive intelligent agent technology, Tivoli Endpoint
Manager is purpose-built to support large, highly distributed
environments.

A lightweight and intelligent agent placed on each endpoint con-
tinuously enforces security policies regardless of endpoint con-
nectivity. Traditional endpoint management solutions utilize
agents that depend on instructions they receive from a central
command-and-control server to take any action. The intelligent
agent built into Tivoli Endpoint Manager automatically and
autonomously initiates update and configuration actions to keep
the endpoint current and compliant with organizational policies.
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Addressing a full range of compliance needs

Tivoli Endpoint Manager deploys rapidly with a comprehen-
sive set of capabilities including:

● Patch management: Comprehensive capabilities for
updating endpoints with patches from a wide range of
operating system and application vendors

● Security configuration management: Information on the
health and security of endpoints regardless of location,
operating system, applications installed or connection

● Vulnerability management: Assessment against standard-
ized security vulnerability definitions with real-time 
reporting

● Multivendor anti-virus management: A single point of
control for managing third-party anti-virus products

● Network self-quarantine: Automatic assessment of end-
points against required compliance configurations, and if
the endpoint is found out of compliance, optionally quaran-
tining the endpoint until compliance is achieved

● Endpoint firewall: Enforcement of policies based on end-
point location, traffic control based on IP addresses, and
regulation of communications

● Asset discovery: Visibility into changing conditions in the
infrastructure, including identification of unmanaged and
rogue devices

● Software usage analysis: The ability to track installations
and usage of software on endpoints across the organiza-
tion, reducing the cost of software license audits and
decreasing the risk of fines from failing vendor license
compliance audits

The agent identifies current patch and configuration levels, 
comparing them against defined policies. The agent then down-
loads only relevant patch, configuration and other content to the
endpoint, quickly and accurately applying operating system and
application updates. A key capability of the intelligent agent is its
ability to close the compliance loop by transmitting status mes-
sages asynchronously to the management server, which always
contains current endpoint compliance, configuration and change
status, enabling real-time reporting.

With Tivoli Endpoint Manager, operations and security teams
have a real-time view of the infrastructure. Using this dynamic
view of the configuration state, security and operations teams
can immediately determine if the endpoints are in compliance.
Discovery capabilities identify endpoints on the network that the
organization may not know it has, including rogue devices that
do not belong on the network. For endpoints not connected to
the organizational network, it can also continuously enforce pol-
icy compliance via an Internet connection.

This unified approach offers the opportunity for teams to make
policy-based assessments for reporting and measuring. It closes
the loop on the remediation process as teams take advantage 
of the centralized view to immediately confirm that out-of-
compliance endpoints are fixed. Everything Tivoli Endpoint
Manager can audit, it can remediate. Its real-time, automated
process shrinks remediation windows from days or weeks to just
hours or minutes—helping to ensure continuous compliance and
strengthen security.
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● Enhanced visibility: Deep and wide visibility into all 
endpoints—including roaming endpoints—across Windows,
Linux, UNIX and Mac operating systems—supports continu-
ous enforcement of security configurations and the ability to
answer questions, effect change, fix problems and report on
compliance.

● Effective IT operations: A simplified, easy-to-manage, single
console enables IT security and operations teams to coordinate
efforts as they provide automated, streamlined, highly targeted
and fast-to-respond processes.

● Reduced costs: Automation, task consolidation and 
scalability—all delivered by a single solution from a single 
vendor on a single infrastructure—help control the costs of
providing effective vulnerability management and continuous
compliance. Deployment in hours or days versus weeks or
months enables rapid time to value.

Tivoli Endpoint Manager enables organizations to combine
assessment and remediation efforts with an automated solution
that can reduce both cost and areas of risk. Its endpoint-centric,
policy-based, intelligent agent approach automatically identifies
non-compliant endpoints and brings them into compliance
immediately.

Broad-ranging benefits from a unified
approach
Tivoli Endpoint Manager’s unified approach to achieving and
maintaining continuous compliance enables organizations facing
internal policies and external security regulations to reduce secu-
rity exposure, minimize business risk and increase productivity
through automation and control. With scalability that ranges to
hundreds of thousands of endpoints, Tivoli Endpoint Manager
provides critical endpoint visibility and control for organizations
of any size.

Using Tivoli Endpoint Manager, organizations can be confident
that their endpoints are compliant as they mitigate risks and
achieve benefits in critical areas, including:

● Continuous compliance: Tivoli Endpoint Manager provides
real-time, accurate compliance reporting and remediation
through continuous assessment at the endpoint itself, helping
to ensure a constant state of security and compliance.

● Reliable security: An intelligent agent provides instant notifi-
cation of potential security issues—plus preventive manage-
ment for software and operating system patching, anti-virus
protection, firewalls, and network or device access.
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A comprehensive endpoint security
solution
Tivoli Endpoint Manager is a family of products that all operate
from the same console, single management server and single
intelligent agent, enabling organizations to consolidate tools,
reduce the number of endpoint agents, and lower management
costs. The Tivoli Endpoint Manager family includes:

● IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager for Lifecycle Management
● IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager for Security and Compliance
● IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager for Patch Management
● IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager for Power Management

Tivoli Endpoint Manager is part of a comprehensive IBM secu-
rity portfolio, helping organizations address security challenges
for users and identities, data and information, applications and
processes, networks, servers and endpoints, and physical infra-
structures. By enhancing real-time visibility and control, and
improving endpoint security and management, the IBM portfo-
lio supports today’s smarter computing environments to facilitate
the instrumented, interconnected and intelligent IT operations
of a smarter planet.

Conclusion
To achieve the continuous compliance required by business
operations and regulatory bodies today, organizations need to
replace traditional processes based on legacy technologies, out-
grown assumptions and siloed IT operations with a new best
practice approach and innovative technology.

Tivoli Endpoint Manager facilitates continuous compliance and
risk reduction with distributed intelligence that enables organi-
zations to see, change, enforce and report on security policies
and endpoint compliance in real time, on a global scale. Tivoli
Endpoint Manager allows IT organizations to implement critical
security and vulnerability management functions for endpoints
from a single unified management console, with fine-grained
reporting and an intuitive compliance dashboard.
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